rather than the confusing rhetoric
that was used in explaining the trip
to Council.
“You ought to have the confidence
to say we got great results out of the
last conference,” said Mr Mandla.
“I’m getting emails from the
community saying ‘all these pages
and pages of mumbo jumbo, it’s got
to be a junket’.”
Ms Moore will be accompanied
by three staff members on her trip,
which includes ten days of travel
around southern Africa visiting
urban projects closely aligned with
Sustainable Sydney 2030.
Greens Councillor Irene Doutney
supports Ms Moore’s attendance
at the summit and said Sydney
should play a role in climate change
innovations.
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BY Paul Gregoire
Sydney Lord Mayor Clover
Moore’s proposed trip to
Johannesburg to attend the C40
Summit next February has been
labelled by rival councillors as a
junket.
Ms Moore is travelling to South
Africa for the C40 Large Cities
Climate Change Summit, a three-day
biennial meeting of mayors from
the world’s largest cities to discuss
effective responses to climate change.
The Lord Mayor has attended
the C40 summit on three previous
occasions, which has resulted in
projects implemented by Council
using technical and practical
information gained from the summit.
Liberal Councillor Edward
Mandla said the benefits of these
past projects should have been cited

Nelson Mandela Square in Johannesburg

“It is totally appropriate for the
Lord Mayor to attend the C40
conference and to examine other
environmental and sustainability
projects while she is there,” she said.
“While nation states dither and
make little progress on climate
change, cities are leading the way
and it is important that Sydney is
part of this global city movement.”
Liberal Councillor Christine
Forster said that while the summit
is important, the cost of the trip
and the extra days of travel were
unwarranted.
“It’s an important conference, but
to come to Council asking for us to
approve up to $20,000 for four staff
members to then go on a trip for ten
days around southern Africa, it looks
like a junket,” said Ms Forster.
Living Sydney Councillor
Angela Vithoulkas said the trip was
unjustified because technology such
as teleconferencing could be used.
“There is no need to take these
extensive overseas trips by taking
advantage of available technology,”
she said. “Teleconferences are very
useful, as is Skyping.”
Andrew Woodhouse, President
of the Potts Point and Kings Cross
Conservation Society, said money for
the trip should be used for CCTV
cameras.
“The money would be better off
used to go towards more CCTVs in
Kings Cross where the late Thomas
Kelly was killed,” he said.
Ms Moore declined the
opportunity to justify the trip.

Redfern mural repeats history
BY Triana O’Keefe
Sydney artist Carol Ruff is restoring the
iconic 40,000 years mural in Redfern, which
she created herself 30 years ago.
The popular community landmark, on
Lawson St adjacent to Redfern Station,
has suffered weather and graffiti damage.
But residents and community advocate
groups have successfully campaigned for
the restoration of the historically important
artwork.
Ms Ruff will pick up from where she left 30
years ago, having played an integral role in
the planning, designing and painting of the
original mural on Lawson St. She said the
work has been highly significant for the local
community.
“We tried to encapsulate the rich and
powerful Aboriginal History of Redfern,” Ms
Ruff said.
The Lawson St mural was designed to
portray the sequence of events of the past
and represent the journey of the Aboriginal
community.
“We got the community involved and
through much consultation we were able to
gather photographs and stories to include on
the wall,” Ms Ruff said.
The story began with an image of two
Aboriginal feet, portraying their people as
the first to set foot on the continent. The
mural reimagines a 40,000-year long journey
with depictions of hunting, spearfishing and
women with coolamons on their shoulders.
“The image of the first church,
which still stands today, represents the
institutionalisation of their children, or what
is known as the Stolen Generation,” Ms Ruff
said.
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BY Paul Gregoire
In celebration of World Fisheries Day, Sydney
Fish Market is screening the new documentary,
Drawing the Line.
Australia is implementing the world’s largest
marine reserves network and Drawing the Line
examines its influence on the Australian fishing
industry.
Bruce Davey, the fisherman who funded the
documentary, said marine reserve fishing restrictions
result in the importation of most seafood.
“We’ve got fish in the ocean out here in
abundance but the government is stopping us from
catching it,” he said.
“We’re not servicing our own seafood needs out
of our own waters and importing 70 per cent from
overseas.”
Matt Blyth, co-director of the documentary, said
the Australian fishing industry is a world leader
in sustainable fishing but the marine reserves are
causing environmental problems elsewhere.
“We have the fourth-best managed fisheries in
the world,” he said.
“When you get rid of 30 per cent of Australia’s
most productive waters, these fishermen then have
to fish areas and stress those areas that otherwise
would not be stressed.”
Professor Colin Buxton from the University
of Tasmania, who appears in the film, said
that the marine reserves don’t deal with major
environmental threats to the ocean.
“The major threats are climate change, land based
influence, introduced pests, pollution, oil and gas
extraction, and shipping,” he said.
Bryan Skepper, Sydney Fish Market General
Manager, said that the other threats to the marine
environment must be addressed.
“If we want to protect our biodiversity we have to
manage all the threats, not just fishing,” he said.
Drawing the Line will be screened at Sydney Fish
Market this Thursday, November 21.
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Clover’s South African sojourn questioned

Back in Redfern again: Sydney artist Carol Ruff

Since its conception, the 40,000 years
mural has been a fundamental part of
Redfern’s history. The Indigenous community
has a long affinity with Redfern and The
Block, which is around the corner from the
Lawson St mural.
“The locals used to stand out the front of
the corner pub and call out to anyone from
out of town who lingered near the mural,” Ms
Ruff said.
“They used to shout things like ‘hey that’s
our mural’ out of pride for the wall.”
The movement to restore the fading
images began earlier this year with the
Redfern Station Community Group (RSCG).
Desley Haas, organiser of RSCG, said the
aim is to create two new murals on Gibbons
St and at Redfern Station’s platform ten.
“The plan for the Lawson St mural is to
have it painted on panels in a location off-site
so as to ensure sustainability,” she said.

Residents complain
about new “Berlin Wall”

BY Marcus Braid
Ultimo residents have voiced their anger
over the large-scale, 20-hectare Darling
Harbour Live development.
Some residents are concerned there is no
proposal for a walkway directly connecting
the CBD and Ultimo included in the $1
billion Darling Harbour makeover.
A public meeting was held at the Mustard
Seed Uniting Church in Ultimo on Tuesday
night, attended by representatives of the
developer Lend Lease.
Yimmy Seifert, Chairperson of the
Ultimo Village Voice, said the community is
concerned about the proposal to build a wall
several storeys high behind the International
Convention Centre.
“We requested for an open exit between
Ultimo and Darling Harbour,” she said. “This
wall between Ultimo and Darling Harbour is
actually contrary to what we have requested –
we don’t want this wall.”
One resident went a step further, comparing
the development to the Berlin Wall divide.
“On an everyday basis, not many people in

Ultimo want to go to Darling Harbour,” said
the resident. “A lot of people over here want
to walk into town and we had a walkway
some years ago, but that was destroyed.
“What we end up with is basically a Berlin
Wall between us.”
But Dane Lalic, Lend Lease’s Site Manager,
clarified that the wall would be built to screen
the community from truck noise.
“That [wall] is basically between the
Western Distributor and the monorail
working deck,” he said.
“The trucks will unload into the exhibition
halls and exits underneath the building … so
you don’t even see the trucks but the lower
exhibition halls will.”
The Darling Harbour Live development
includes the biggest total meeting room
space in Australia at 8,000 square metres, a
new entertainment theatre, hotel complex,
a creative district and increases the capacity
of public space to allow for crowds of up to
27,000.
Construction begins late January next year.

An artist’s impression of the Darling Harbour Live development
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BY Triana O’Keefe
Former Marrickville Mayor
Fiona Byrne is expected to stand for
preselection as Greens candidate for the
newly-created state seat of Newtown.
The Marrickville electoral district
will be abolished for the 2015 state
election, instead replaced by two new
districts: Newtown and Summer Hill.
The Greens are expected to poll well in
Newtown, having almost snared the seat
of Marrickville at the 2011 state election.
“On the two-party preferred count,
there was a difference of only 676
votes between ALP and the Greens
[in Marrickville],” said Greens MLC
Mehreen Faruqi.
“This area is now amongst the most
environmentally aware and socially
progressive areas in Sydney.”
Traditionally Marrickville has been
an ALP stronghold, but the split has
seen the Greens stand as front-runners

Former Marrickville Mayor, Fiona Byrne
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for Newtown, one of the leftist leaning
suburbs in Australia.
“The next election in 2015 is a great
opportunity for the people of Newtown
to elect a representative who shares their
values,” said Ms Faruqi.
“[These include] values such as
marriage equality, action on climate
change, worker rights and investing
in our public services like schools and
hospitals.”
The Greens candidate will be chosen
by a grassroots preselection process,
where any party member can nominate.
All local members then vote to select the
successful candidate.
“Among the hundreds of Greens
members in Newtown, there are a whole
range of highly qualified and passionate
Greens who would make great MPs and
be advocates for their communities in
parliament,” Ms Faruqi said.

Former Marrickville Mayor Fiona
Byrne is expected to declare her intention
to stand for Newtown preselection. Ms
Byrne did not respond to requests for
comment, but she is understood to be
interested in running for the seat.
The majority of Greens politicians
refused to comment on preselection for
Newtown - including all Marrickville
Greens councillors - in an indication the
party does not want the process played
out in the media.
A former Marrickville Mayor, Ms
Byrne was a Greens Councillor in the
precinct from 2004 to 2012.
Ms Byrne’s local ties and connection
to the district began in a bedsit in
Newtown with her Irish migrant parents.
She is currently raising three daughters
in Marrickville and has a Bachelor of
Arts from the University of Sydney.
Ms Faruqi said the Greens will use the
seat of Newtown to represent community
concerns.
“The Greens will continue to speak
out for the community of NSW and our
environment,” she said.
“This will include campaigning with
the community for protecting public
services such as TAFE, and redirecting
the wasteful $11.5 billion being poured
into the WestConnex into an effective
and efficient public transport solution.
“[We will be] pushing for a move to
100 per cent renewable energy, ending
CSG mining and ensuring that planning
decisions are made on the principles of
Ecological Sustainable Development.”
Preselection for the seat is expected to
open early next year.

by Joshua Tassell
Tempe Public School students
created a mural last week in an initiative
designed to curb illegal graffiti.
As part of Marrickville Council’s
Live to Create initiative and under the
guidance of artist Nathan Dawson,
students completed the mural over
three days with airbrushing.
Mr Dawson, an accomplished artist
in the media with watercolour, pen and
airbrushing, has had his work exhibited
in the Tokyo National Art Gallery and
at the National NIKA Art and Design
Awards.
“I have done murals and also shop
signs before, but this was my first at
a school working collaboratively with
children,” said Mr Dawson.
“We emphasised the difference
between street art and graffiti, and
explained to the children what the
design was and what their jobs were.”
The revitalisation of a previously
out-of-bounds area at the school is
part of a series of Council-informed
activities designed to inspire local
youth to engage with alternative artistic
practices, while discouraging illegal
graffiti.
Live to Create is funded by Council
and the Attorney General’s Department
Proceeds of Crime Act, and run
by Council in partnership with the
Marrickville Youth Resource Centre.
Marrickville Mayor Jo Haylen said
Live to Create is an “exciting opportunity
for both local artists and Marrickville’s
young people”.
“Live to Create is one of our more

Artwork: Nathan Dawson

Greens begin posturing for Newtown Tempe Public to Live to Create

Work from the ‘Fukuoka Now’ exhibition

innovative approaches to the issue [of
graffiti],” she said.
Council’s Alternative Approaches
to Graffiti Management Program
advocates a proactive approach to
unwanted graffiti management through
education, prevention and developing
alternative and legal avenues for
creative expression in a public space.
“Local kids can learn how to produce,
design and create works of artistic
excellence from experienced artists,”
said Ms Haylen.
“We want our community to be
vibrant and creative. This is a great
outlet for young people as it shows
them how to create urban art safely and
legally.
“[Street art] adds to the vibrancy of
our streets and lane ways, and brings
visitors to Marrickville too.”
Mr Dawson said: “It’s an outlet that
is expressive, easy to see and it’s also
legal.”

Foreign workers earn less than minimum wage
BY Adam Hunt
Foreign workers on student
and working holiday visas are
paid below the minimum wage
due to a lack of awareness and
language difficulties, a City News
investigation has found.
Overseas workers receive $13
an hour and work up to 12 hours
a day at a factory in Auburn
supplying goods to Woolworths
and Aldi.
“I think maybe 50 people work
in the factory – a lot of Chinese
people, maybe just four Taiwanese
people, some Afghanistan people
and a few Indian people,” said a
woman who works at the Auburn
factory.
“We work so hard but we just
get from the company $13 [an
hour] – we work almost 10 or 11,
sometimes 12 [hours] because if
there is a lot of order we have to
finish.
“[I feel] very, very tired but we
have to keep doing it we can’t say
no – if you say no maybe they will
fire you.”
The Fair Work Ombudsman
has recouped over $1 million in the
last year from companies that have
underpaid their workers. The fulltime minimum wage is currently
$16.37 per hour.
“Last financial year, we
completed 2,108 complaints from
foreign workers and recouped
$1.427 million for foreign workers
who had been underpaid,”
said a Fair Work Ombudsman
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spokesperson.
“Foreign workers can often
be vulnerable because of factors
such as language barriers, youth
and a lack of awareness of their
entitlements when working in
Australia.
“The hospitality, retail and
hair and beauty industries
are among the top industries
for underpayment complaints
nationally.”
The Auburn factory worker
described her working hours and
said much of her time is wasted
working to make paltry sums of
money.
“I start at 3 o’clock in the
morning and we have to work
four and a half hours, and then
we just have one break time for 30
minutes,” she said.
“Then we have to work for six
hours and then finish. It is so tiring,
because the break time is just half
an hour and it is just one time.
“In my mind I work in this
company, I waste my time to make
money because I have to spend a
lot of time to make this money.”
A spokesperson for Woolworths
outlined the company’s supplier
guidelines concerning employee
working conditions.
“Woolworths is committed to
ensuring the suppliers with whom
we work provide fair working
conditions for their employees,”
said the spokesperson. “We have
strict sourcing guidelines in place
around ethical sourcing.”

Another overseas traveller on
a working holiday visa said he
worked up to 10 hours a day for
$13 an hour this year. He worked
at a restaurant in the city to earn
enough to cover his living expenses.
“I worked at a Japanese
restaurant in Martin Place and
I used to work $13 an hour and
about 10 hours in a day and five
days in a week,” he said.
“I wanted to work less hours but
I needed to work more because I
needed money just for my living
cost.
“I hoped I could work at a local
restaurant or somewhere else and
I handed my résumé maybe more

than 50 restaurants or cafés, but I
couldn’t get the job.”
A spokesperson for the National
Union of Workers said that
incidences of employees underpaid
usually involve those on student
visas.
“We sometimes hear of nonunion workplaces which pay
non-award or enterprise agreement
- even below minimum wage rates
of pay,” said the spokesperson.
“When we come across these
places, we usually find they have
people on student visas. If they
do we will alert the appropriate
authority.”

news in brief
15-minute parking
approved
The City of Sydney has
introduced free 15-minute
ticket parking zones in
the retail areas of village
main streets outside the
city centre from December
1, 2013. The year-long
trial of free 15-minute
ticket parking covers nine
streets, including Oxford
St, Crown St, Glebe Point
Rd and King St. Parking
meters in the retail areas of
the streets will feature clear
signage outlining the free
15-minute ticket option.
To park in the 15-minute
free ticket zone, motorists
will need to press a
button marked ‘¼ P free
with ticket’ and place the
ticket on the dashboard.
If intending to park longer
than 15 minutes, motorists
must buy a normal longer
stay ticket when first
parking their vehicle.
Same-Sex Marriage Bill
defeated in Upper House
The Upper House of the
NSW Parliament narrowly
voted down a bill to
legalise same-sex marriage
last week. MPs voted
against it by 21 votes to 19

in the Legislative Council
on Thursday afternoon.
Member for Sydney Alex
Greenwich, a member of
the cross-party working
group who devised the bill,
said he took heart from
the closeness of the vote.
”There was essentially one
vote in it,” he said. Liberals
Catherine Cusack and
Greg Pearce and Nationals
Sarah Mitchell and Trevor
Khan supported the bill.
Local artists invited to
register for LOST
The Leichhardt Open
Studio Trail will be held on
Saturday 8 and Sunday
9, March, 2014 as part of
Art Month. For the third
year, artist studios and
spaces in Leichhardt
will open their doors to
the general public. The
community have the
opportunity to immerse
themselves in the realms
of participating artists,
and view the creative
spaces in Leichhardt,
Lilyfield, Balmain,
Birchgrove, Annandale,
Rozelle and Camperdown.
For more information
contact Bronwyn Tuohy at
bronwynt@lmc.nsw.gov.au
or phone 9367 9379.

The ex-gay ministry that won’t go away
BY Michael Koziol
A Christian charity registered in
Balmain East which practices “reparative
therapy” is seeking to revive itself and
recruit a new pastoral worker, it can be
revealed.
Liberty Christian Ministries is one
of only three known outfits in Sydney
running ex-gay programs, and the only
one based in the inner west. It has placed
an advertisement on the Sydney Anglicans
website for a part-time pastoral worker to
begin in February.
“We are looking for someone with a
passion to support those who want to
enjoy a faithful and fruitful Christian life
while struggling with unwanted samesex attraction, and to resource pastors,
churches and other Christian groups who
want to share in this ministry,” the ad
states.
Liberty’s intention to revive its program
comes as the global ex-gay movement
experiences something of a collapse.
In June, the world’s largest such
network – Exodus International – shut
itself down and issued a stunning apology
for the hurt and suffering it had caused.
“I am sorry that some of you spent
years working through the shame and
guilt you felt when your attractions
didn’t change,” said former Exodus
leader Alan Chambers. “I am sorry that
I have communicated that you and your
families are less than me and mine.” The
group also admitted efforts to change
sexual orientation and desire had been
unsuccessful in 99.9 per cent of cases.
The former pastoral worker at Liberty,
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Haydn Sennitt, departed in June. Mr
Sennitt has not renounced reparative
therapies but quit to focus on his college
studies and “pursue a closer walk with
the Lord”. He is now the vice-chairman of
Exodus Global Alliance (not affiliated with
Exodus International).
In recent times the Liberty program
has failed to attract much interest. In his
2012 report, Mr Sennitt wrote that it had
been “a year of tremendous growth and
success”, but reported meeting with only
ten individuals over the course of the year.
He also admitted that “in general, the
meetings have been quite sporadic with
most being inconsistent in coming to
meetings and demonstrating a doublemindedness that has kept them from
making real progress”.
As well as conducting meetings, Mr
Sennitt’s work involved visiting churches
chiefly in Sydney’s inner west, outer
west and north. His report states that he
visited Toongabbie Christian School, near
Parramatta, four times in 2012.
Shane Cathcart undertook the 3-month
Liberty program twice in the late 1990s
after being referred to it by a member
of his Anglican church’s ministry. He
was 22, “young and impressionable”,
desperate to be “the sort of person that
everyone wanted me to be”. But he had
little expectation that his sexuality would
change.
“I believed that I would learn a lot
about why I felt this way, but in all
seriousness I didn’t think it would work,”
Shane said.
Back then, the group was considerably

larger, with about 20 participants, he
recalls. The program consisted mainly of
discussion and “counselling”, where the
young men and women were urged to
confess if they had masturbated or been
clubbing since the last session.
“Anything to do with same-sex
temptations or acting out were
discouraged.”
At the end of the three months, Shane
says he understood more about himself,
including his unabated homosexuality. He
repeated the program just “to see if there
was something that I might have missed
along the way”.
Shane is now happily partnered to
another man and participates actively
in the gay community. It wasn’t an easy
transition – when the program didn’t
work, he began to withdraw from family
and friends, or treat them with anger.
Programs like liberty make the shame
worse, Shane says, by encouraging people
to bury their feelings rather than reach
out.
Anthony Venn-Brown is the founder
of Ambassadors and Bridge Builders
International and the author of “A Life
of Unlearning”, his own story of coming
out as a gay preacher. He said the battle
against the ex-gay myth is being won, in
part because the gay Christian movement
has grown exponentially.
“These organisations are becoming
increasingly irrelevant,” Mr Venn-Brown
said. “You just wish they’d lie down and
die.”
He said proponents of reparative
therapy are often ignorant of the harm
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Anthony Venn-Brown says ex-gay programs are becoming irrelevant

caused because they don’t keep in contact
with clients after the program.
“I’ve got hundreds of stories of people
who’ve told me…how bad they felt about
themselves, the depression they went
through. Some had thoughts of suicide,
some even attempted suicide.”
Mr Venn-Brown said he was doubtful
Liberty would find anyone willing to take
on the role in this changed climate.
“This will all be over in a matter of

years. This might be the final straw. But
my goal is to see them all closed down.”
Mr Sennitt was unavailable for
comment. City News unsuccessfully
sought interviews with David Peterson,
Liberty’s chairperson, and Stephanie
Menear, listed as a committee member
by the Australian Charities and Not-forprofits Commission.
Lifeline: 13 11 14

By Alisha Aitken-Radburn
Eminent Elder and Aboriginal
Artist Ken Thaiday Snr will be
opening a new exhibition titled
‘For Love of Country’ at the Tali
Gallery Rozelle this Saturday,
November 23. The exhibit will
feature a variety of work from
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander artists of Pormpurraw and
Erub arts and culture centres.
The featured pieces range
from limited edition fine lino cuts
depicting exotic creatures of the
tropical landscape on the Cape
York Peninsular to sculptures and
baskets created from ghost nets fishing nets abandoned at sea that
have extensive negative impacts on
the natural environment.
Di Stevens, director of Tali
Gallery and curator of ‘For Love
of Country’, said the exhibit will
foreground contemporary concerns

of climate change, such as rising
sea levels on our coastal and
island communities, to promote
sustainable living.
“It is very easy for us to get
caught up with our busy lives and
not be proactive about issues like
climate change,” she said. “The
impacts are very real and king tides
are already affecting communities
in the Torres Strait Islands.”
These impacts will be expressed
through the work of emerging
artists including Walkley finalist
and Sydney based photographer
Zoe Reynolds and Elisa Jane
Carmichael - a descendant of the
Ngugi people, one of the three
clan groups of the Quandamooka
people of Moreton Bay.
“The best way to support
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities is to support
their art,” Ms Stevens said.

Obalow, by Pormpuraaw Arts. The exhibition opens November 23
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By michael koziol
The Greens have given a
strong indication they will
attempt to block any special rate
variation proposed at next week’s
Leichhardt Council meeting.
Councillors are expected to
vote on whether to put a rate rise
on public exhibition. A decision
on applying to the independent
regulator, IPART, would then be
made in February.
At the time of going to print,
the Greens caucus had not made a
final decision on agenda items for
the November 26 meeting. But it
is understood they are inclined to
oppose the motion.
Greens councillor Daniel
Kogoy told City News a rate rise
was not justified.
“This rate increase will simply
be passed on to tenants and
purchasers, making housing less
affordable,” he said.
Mr Kogoy criticised a lack
of engagement with Greens
councillors on the issue and said
he was disappointed that “the
Labor-led Council has already
spent $40,000 on a consultant”.
“If council needs to trim
expenditure, the Mayor should
lead by example and reduce his
huge increase in expenditure
on publicity, newsletters
and personalised mail that is

constantly being sent to residents,”
Mr Kogoy said.
The move comes despite an
online Leichhardt Council survey
showing 68 per cent of residents
support a rate rise of some form.
But the sample size of 600 and the
sampling bias inherent in online
surveys means the result needs to
be put in perspective.
Further research, including
phone polls and feedback from
public meetings, was presented
to councillors at a briefing on
Tuesday night.
Mayor Darcy Byrne said he
would “want to thoroughly read
the submissions from residents
before formulating a position”.
Liberal Councillor John
Jobling said the Liberals would
“probably” back a public exhibit.
“While Leichhardt is financially
very sound, you cannot continue
to allow your roads, your
footpaths, your parks, your stormwater drains to slowly deteriorate
and not be maintained.”
He said a public exhibition
would ensure more people had an
opportunity to see the proposal
and make a submission.
“I would like to see a much
bigger involvement by the
residents. I still remain to be
convinced by the proposals of a
rate rise over seven years.”

Cartoon: Peter Berner

Exhibit paints
We’ll oppose
a changing climate rate rise: Greens

Three runners in race for Italian Forum

By Tom Neale
A childcare provider, an Italian language association and the
Actors Centre Australia (ACA) are vying to take over the Italian
Forum Limited, it can be revealed.
Tick Tock Services would use a childcare facility to help subsidise
the cost of running the Italian Forum Cultural Centre, if successful
in its bid. Along with ACA, it has pledged enough funds to cover
the $2.4 million IFL owes to creditors and in administration costs.
Casa d’Italia, which runs Italian language classes and community
activities, is a popular choice among members of the local Italian
community. But so far it has only offered $1.5 million.
At the time of going to print, administrator SV Partners was in
negotiations with all three parties. An individual buyer named
Umesh Garg, who also made an Expression of Interest, is not being
considered.

Founding director of ACA, Dean Carey
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Executive Director of SV Partners, Stephen Hathway, said there
was no frontrunner at this stage. ACA has not yet established how
it could finance the takeover, and City News understands that
a joint solution may see Tick Tock Services seize control of the
company and lease the facilities to ACA.
Mr Hathway said the Tick Tock offer “ticked a very serious box
with regard to money and ticked another very serious box about
revitalising the Forum in Leichhardt”.
But several IFL members and attendees of a public forum last
Thursday expressed concern about the roof of the Centre being
used as a childcare facility.
Gregory May of May Estates - the real estate agent managing the
asset sale - said there were still a number of steps to go before a
final bidder is decided upon.
“We are meeting this week with all of the interested parties,” he
said. “We’ll be drilling down on each of the proposals and helping
each party crystalise their positions before going to speak with the
creditors.
“At the end of the day, the creditors need to be paid, so if two
proposals have equal merit, we will put added focus on the best,
long-term interest of the community.”
A crown covenant requires the site to be used at least in part for
cultural activities.
Dean Carey, the founding director of ACA, said his organisation
understood the requirements of running the centre.
“We have a group of nine full-time staff who could manage the
facilities,” he told City News.
Mr Carey said ACA would move its full-time career program to
the Forum, plus its weekly teaching staff of 45 and 350 students.
“ACA would develop a number of festivals using the space –
including a young directors festival, a school Shakespeare festival
and our open program of creative courses, which will inject
vibrancy and commercial activity directly into the community.”
In its presentation at the public forum, the administrator was
critical of IFL’s former management, noting a failure to hold
Annual General Meetings, “inadequate focus on cost management”
and “inadequate relationships with local business”.
A further meeting of creditors must be held before November 26.
A final decision on the future of IFL is expected in late December
or January.
With Michael Koziol

The Argyle turns to Asia
BY Georgia Fullerton

The Argyle restaurant and
bar is set to introduce a new
South-East Asian feel for
summer.
The new-look venue in
The Rocks has incorporated
a food menu, cocktails and
renovations fit to suit the theme.
Head Chef Michael Nguyen,
newly appointed after working
in Surry Hills’ Red Lantern,
has joined forces with Saké
Restaurant and Bar Executive
Chef, Shaun Presland.
“Micheal Nguyen and I drew
our inspiration for The Argyle’s
new food concept from the
hawker-style food found at
South-East Asian markets,” Mr
Presland said.
“We wanted to create a
menu of delicious Asian eatery
for people to share at any time
during the day; whether it’s
a quick lunch away from the
office, an after work bite or a
late-night snack.”
The new menu includes
dumplings, har gow, a range
of textual salads and a new
cheeseburger, ‘gyoza’. Fantale
and rocky road dumplings will
also feature in a list of ideas
created in The Argyle’s test
kitchen.
“Michael and I and our chef
friends usually get our late-night
food fix at China Town once
we’ve knocked off from dinner

service at our restaurants,” Mr
Presland said.
“Australia’s proximity to Asia
and our access to high-quality
produce both contribute to the
trend towards Asian dining we
are seeing in Sydney at the
moment.”
Daniel Mussen, the former
Shady Pines bar manager, has
introduced an array of SouthEast Asian inspired cocktails.
Designer Melissa Collison
said sensory overload was a
prominent theme when thinking
of an Asia-style setting.
“When John Szangolies
asked me to come up with a
design concept for his new
Asian-inspired dumpling bar, my
heart skipped a beat,” she said.
“I love the energy of Asia. We
wanted our design to capture a
moment in time; the energetic
vibe, the authenticity and the
mouth-watering visual feast that
is Asia.”

You’re History!: 30 years of Performance Space
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Dean says that because Carriageworks “wasn’t
ours we were able to look elsewhere and look at
different kinds of artists working in public space or
that were working in the community.”
“I think it’s really important in Australian culture
that we start to embed art experiences in daily life as
well, instead of just going to the theatre and going to
the gallery,” she continues.
A recent performance presented at a different
site was I Think I Can, a multimedia, puppetry and
theatre project held at Central Station.
You’re History! will occupy Carriageworks from
November 20 to December 1 and has been curated
by Dean and co-director Jeff Khan, who’ve put
together a diverse program of performances.
“We’re taking over the entire space of
Carriageworks and we have projects in every space.
So at any given time you might be able to see three to
four things during the day,” says Dean.
Box of Birds incorporates Tess de Quincey’s
unique Bodyweather choreography with Anne
Ferran’s photographic trilogy of 1940s psychiatric
patients.
“Tess de Quincey is doing a beautiful site-specific
work called Box of Birds which will be taking place in
the first week of the festival,” says Dean.
30 Ways in Time and Space is a project that
situates 30 different performances in the public space
of Carriageworks, over the two-week duration of the
festival.
“It’s a collaboration between Jeff Khan and Agatha
Gothe-Snape in thinking about how to situate a
bunch of very different kinds of performances in a
such a vast space. How to frame them and make
an intervention like that in the space exciting and
visually interesting,” says Dean.
danse (3) – sans spectacle is an intimate
performance of Rosalind Crisp’s choreography that
sees a trio of dancers performing a stripped-back
set of movements, which challenges the audience’s

notion of dance.
Tele Visions is a live pop-up TV broadcast that is
different every night.
“Tele Visions is an amazing program in the second
week of the festival which is basically counting down
to the end of analogue broadcast. They’ve curated
a number of artists to present television programs
during that week,” says Dean.
The Directors’ Cut program invites nine previous
directors of Performance Space to curate an evening
each. These events include screenings, performances
and installations. They range from previous artists
returning to recount their experiences of Performance
Space to a Greek band with an ouzo party.
“I think for some people who have that history
with Performance Space, they’re going to be really

excited about going to see a particular director’s
event,” says Dean.
This is Barbara Cleveland is a video work by the
Brown Council, which traces the steps of Barbara
Cleveland - the 70s Australian feminist - on her
journey across Europe and the United States.
Brief Synopsis is a photography installation
coupled with a large-scale musical and operatic
performance about the stabbing of a young man.
“I think it will be a big night for us. Nigel Kellaway
- who is directing that work - has been a real key
figure in Performance Space’s history,” says Dean.
(PG)
Until Dec 1, Carriageworks, 245 Wilson
St, Eveleigh, free-$100 (You’re Pass!),
performancespace.com.au
Photo: Heidrun Lohr

By paul gregoire
Performance Space has been at the forefront
of presenting interdisciplinary contemporary arts
performances for 30 years and to celebrate this
milestone the You’re History! festival is being held.
You’re History! is a 12-day festival that will
showcase a series of performances from some of
Australia’s most innovative artists at Carriageworks.
Since its inception in the early 80s, Performance
Space has sought to present ground breaking theatre
and performance art that steps outside the parameters
of regular art disciplines.
“Basically for the last 30 years we’ve been
interested in art that pushes outside the normal kinds
of traditional boundaries of all these kinds of siloed
ways that we talk about art as visual or theatre or
contemporary dance,” says Bec Dean, co-director of
Performance Space.
“We’ve been the space where that kind of practice
has come to find a home,” she continues.
For 25 years, Performance Space operated as a
venue on Cleveland Street and was prominent in the
Sydney arts scene.
In 2007, they moved to Carriageworks on
Wilson Street, a step that has attracted much larger
audiences.
“In the last seven years we’ve moved away from
the beautiful home that we had on Cleveland Street
and moved into the much bigger but shared context
in Carriageworks,” says Dean.
“When we left Cleveland Street, the previous
year’s attendance was 6,000 and now the attendance
to our programs both at Carriageworks and in other
places is more like 60,000,” she says.
The move to Carriageworks prompted a transition
in the way Performance Space operates.
From being a venue-based company they
have now become a contemporary arts agency
that connects artists with audiences, not just at
Carriageworks but at other sites as well.

You’re History AZARIA UNIVERSE YH! HERO

EAT & DRINK

Lotus
Dumpling Bar
Chipping through the brickwork to reveal the Asian
heart of Walsh Bay, this new dumpling hot spot is
already attracting quite a crowd! The aesthetic is
post-industrial Shanghai steampunk, with vintage
Edison light globes hanging over a gleaming copper
bar, and copper utility pipes echoed in footrests,
handrails and shelving. Overhead, boulders in
bondage (faux-concrete planters) dangle, whilst
$ - mains less than $15

$$ - mains between $15-$22

INNER WEST
The Royal Leichhardt
Hipster pub pastiche has come to
Leichhardt, with the W. Short Hotel
Group doing one of those pub
transformations that takes your
local from an old men’s boozer and
gambling den, to somewhere you can
get a decent cocktail, craft beer and
something culinarily more exciting
than a ‘schnitty’ or ‘parmi’. While
these items remain on the menu,
you’ll also find American comfort
food, from Hot Wings ($17.50) to
Grilled Watermelon Salad ($15.90),
plus an upstairs cocktail bar that
doesn’t ignore the area’s Italianate
influence. The Ginger Cat ($14)
boasting Aperol and Appleton
Rum, and the Garden Party ($13)

By Jackie McMillan
on each table pretty ceramics house the requisite
chilli, vinegar and soy.Yes, you’re here for dumplings,
and those emerging from the kitchen of Dan Hong
graduate Neo Ni, pack quite a punch! Scallop and
Vegetable Shumai ($13.80/4) were an easy favourite;
and while some - like Prawn Dumplings ($13.80/4)
- might lack the gossamer skins you find elsewhere,
they win hands down on flavour. Accompany them
with a kick-ass Burning Mandarin ($18) from their
small but exciting cocktail list. Despite being sorely
tempted to explore it further, my Pan Fried Pork
and Baby Bok Choy Potstickers ($10.80/4) had
me craving Chinese TsingTao Beer ($10). It arrived
in time to accompany Steamed Fish ($27) and a
gleaming collection of Wok Fried Green Beans ($18).
Chef Ni dresses them in the usual minced pork, with
a leftfield mustard and olive twist, and they’re utterly
compelling! You know, fast pre-theatre food is rarely
this exciting...
3/16 Hickson Road, Walsh Bay (02) 9251 8328
lotusdumplingbar.com.au
Chinese $$-$$$
$$$ - mains between $22-$30

combining Tanqueray Gin,Vermouth
and Campari were my cocktail
favourites.
156 Norton Street, Leichhardt
(02) 9569 2638
theroyalleichhardt.com.au
Bar Food, Cocktails, Pub Bistro $$
The Counter
What’s this - “tables” constructed
from repurposed materials; potted
succulents; drop-shadowed retro
font work; a blackboard promising
cold-drip coffee; and sensible aprons?
Yes, a small piece of hipster Surry
Hills has sprung up in downtown
Petersham! The Cold Drip ($4)
made on Coffee Alchemy is fruity,
and perfect with their signature
Beetroot Brownie ($4.50). The menu
peppers the usual all-day breakfast
options with some excitement:

$$$$ - mains over $30

Smashed Avocado ($15) and
Tasmanian Smoked Salmon ($17)
are both dressed up with 63 degree
poached eggs. On the sweeter side
there are fluffy Hotcakes ($12),
served in triplicate with rhubarb
compote, mascarpone and crunchy
pistachio praline; plus a counter of
interesting baked goods.
96 Audley Street, Petersham
(02) 9569 2949
Café $
ROCKS & CBD
The Meat & Wine Co.
When other restaurant guests walk
past and embarrass themselves with
involuntary wows, you’ve won the
meal lottery. Whilst intimidating, my
mammoth Ribs Platter ($49) bearing

Café Opera
In the shadow of their popular buffet, lies one of
Sydney’s most underrated restaurants. Despite being
missed by both the SMH Good Food Guide and
Gault & Millau, the dishes here warrant attention.
From the opening Apple Wood Smoked Duck ($17)
pate and candied quinoa lollipops, and leafy green
hillock of Grima’s Farm Red Radishes ($15), it’s clear
two types of ribs (you want pork),
appealed in a primal, hindbrain way.
The fourth Aussie outpost of this
South African chain treads the line
between its heritage and its location
quite nicely. The décor is rich with
wood and tribal African designs,
while the beef is all-Australian.
Dry Aged Pasture-Fed Rib-Eye On
The Bone ($48/400g) is a beauty:
emerging from a kitchen that flames
like Dante’s Inferno, it eats best as a
cross-cultural collision with sauces
like Madagascan Green Peppercorn
($4) and African Hot Chilli ($4).
InterContinental Hotel, 117
Macquarie Street, Sydney 9252 7888
themeatandwineco.com
Steakhouse $$$$
Nick’s Bar & Grill
Along with the ever-present seagulls,
Nick’s Restaurant Group owns
most of the prime waterfront real

that my meal here will be something special. The later
is esoteric and insubstantial, and while it definitely
floated my boat, my dining companion termed it
“elf food”. He was however a convert to the Grilled
Cotton Bay Sardine ($16) that employed coal smoke,
fennel and crisp sardine skin to expertly balance what
he’d normally consider too oily a fish. While he waxed
lyrical on little fishes, I lost my head in a textural Slow
Cooked Egg ($27) accentuated by morels, mullet
bottarga, salmon roe and a surprising Cups Estate
2006 Merlot ($10/glass) match. We met again over an
ode to Spring - Flinders Island Lamb ($37) - as Chef
Julien Pouteau entered the dining room to deliver a
goat’s foam so perfect it felt one step removed from
suckling an udder’s teat. Dish-by-dish wine matching
makes drinking against this imaginative, producedriven menu a breeze, particularly if you’re both
partial to different wines.
Intercontinental Sydney, 117 Macquarie Street,
Circular Quay interconsydney.com.au/cafeopera/
(02) 9253 9396
Modern Australian $$$$

estate in the Darling Harbour
basin. This popular 550-seater
combines seafood from Nick’s
Seafood Restaurant; with steaks
from I’m Angus - sometimes even
on the same plate - a la Fillet Steak
and Prawns ($45). It comes with
hollandaise that probably goes better
with my Grilled John Dory Fillets
($42). Most families, unless they’re
keen on a birthday picture with a
seafood platter, start their meal with
Oysters ($24/6). There’s also plump
Scallops ($21) grilled on the halfshell with citrus caramel. A shade
sweet, but my Evans & Tate ‘Metricup
Road’ Chardonnay ($60/bottle) soon
fixes that.
The Promenade, King Street
Wharf, Sydney (1300) 989 989
nicksbarandgrill.com.au
Seafood, Steakhouse $$$$
Bridge St. Garagel

The staff are dressed as mechanics,
so take off your tie, roll up your
sleeves and enjoy pop culture and
a plate of beef ribs – Asado De Tira
($40) - without the hidden anxiety.
This joint looks hipster, but no
beards or tattoos are required. Chef
Oscar Gorosito’s chimichurri is
the real deal; try it with Empanadas
($14) against the imaginative cocktail
list. The MOA Black Russian ($16)
is one smartly updated classic,
replacing Kahlua with Illyquore and
MOA Noir, balanced with Milky Bar
‘snow’. There are also burgers - both
regular and Mini Burger Sliders
($23/4), New York Steak ($40)
and a new take on melted cheese:
Provoleta ($14).
17-19 Bridge Street, Sydney
9251 9392 bridgestgarage.com.au
South American, American, Cocktails
$$$-$$$$

EAT &&DRINK
By Jackie McMillan
EAT
DRINK

The Morrison Bar
& Oyster Room
There’s a certain camaraderie that comes from
getting to a bar and knowing that you’re all there
for exactly the same thing. No, I’m not talking about
sex (though this activity might be a prelude). What
I am discussing is the six o’clock oyster swill, where
on Wednesday nights between cowbells (6pm-7pm)
DARLO, KINGS X
& SURRY HILLS
Devon Café
Continuing the exodus from fine
dining to approachable eateries,
two of Guillaume Brahimi’s chefs
have landed in this little café on
Devonshire Street. While there are
the usual hipster affectations - a
hanging herb garden, and everything
from Refresher Juice ($7) to Iced
Coffee ($6.50) served in jam
jars – the coffee’s great and the
food’s even better! The confidently
short seasonal menu offers up
beautifully presented breakfasts
like Citrus Cured Salmon ($18.50)
with apple, celery, fennel and split
dill cream; and creative lunches like
Green With Envy ($23) - nettle
semolina gnocchi presented as a

Perched on a balcony at the end of a peninsula my
dining companion dubbed “the uvula of Sydney
Harbour” I survey the view. The wide, comfortable
verandah affords a view of the Iron Cove, Anzac and
Sydney Harbour bridges; a vista only improved by
fireworks (thanks to Sydney Opera House’s 40th
Birthday). The upstairs theming feels post-Colonial,
$ - mains less than $15

$$ - mains between $15-$22

GREATER SYDNEY
The Oaks Hotel
If there’s a better pub steak in
Sydney than this Rib-Eye on
the Bone ($42) I haven’t found
it. Arriving in a mountain of
marrowbone, golden spuds and
spinach, with anchovy and parsley
butter, it’s worth the spend. Danny
Russo’s also done wonders for the
humble Sausage Roll ($13); and
perked up pub mussels Au Congo
($29) with lemongrass, chilli and
coconut cream. Explore beyond
the richly red, mid-1930s American
steakhouse setting and you’ll find
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you can sink a bounty of bivalves that’ll set you back
a buck apiece. Despite shucking their fingers to the
bone, the kitchen keeps up with demand and makes
a seamless transition into dinner. Loath to leave the
lively bar I order an icy tray of Crab and Lettuce Tacos
($18/6) against a happy hour Punch-Draught Cocktail
($10) pumped up from The Morrison’s cellar. With
Beefeater Gin, camomile and pink grapefruit, it’ll carry
them nicely into summer; and doesn’t fight with an
equally pretty Scallop Ceviche ($22). Personable Bar
Supervisor Barbara Ivers tells me the kitchen also has
its finger in the cocktail list: “Chef Nathan combines
three bottles of Jack and nine bananas” plus housesmoked maple syrup into a Banana Old Fashioned
($17). It’s a clever update of the classic, and goes down
a treat with a stack of Fish Fingers ($16). Of course
they’re not just ordinary fish fingers, they’re Western
Australian sardines encrusted with crunchy quinoa…
225 George Street, Sydney (02) 9247 6744
themorrison.com.au
Bar, Bar Food, Cocktails $$-$$$

spring garden with pumpkin puree,
zucchini, yellow squash and peas.
Even the muffins are amazing…
76 Devonshire Street, Surry Hills
(02) 9211 8777 devoncafe.com.au
Café $$
Franco Franco
Get stuck into a chewy Neapolitan
style pizza from the dome shaped
oven, while watching the pizzaiolo
work. Con Patate ($21) bearing
perfectly cooked potato, red
onion and Italian sausage, won
me. Speaking of Italian meat, the
shiny red Berkel meat slicer (and
the lad operating it) provide much
to salivate over too, like boards
bearing Prosciutto San Daniele
($16/50g). He’s also a dab hand at
pasta making, so order a gleaming
copper Scanpan bearing joyously
simple Bucatini Cacio E Pepe ($20)
against easy-drinking 2010 Antica

Woolwich Pier
Hotel

jackie@alternativemediagroup.com
By Jackie McMillan

Enotria Falanghina ($48/bottle)
from the regionally arranged Italian
list. Ricotta Polpette ($8/4 pieces)
prove a perfect start to my Italian
family-style feast!
628 Crown Street, Surry Hills
9318 0500 francofranco.com.au
Italian, Pizza $$
EASTERN SUBURBS
TopHat Coffee Merchants
The young couple who made waves
in Rockdale with Swallow Coffee
Traders have brought their art of
coffee making and their own roaster
to Clovelly.The (sometimes shirtless)
locals seem to appreciate it, and the
range of breakfast and lunch snacks
they produce from their tiny kitchen.
It’s jaffle season all right, but they
keep ‘em interesting; like Pulled Pork
and Cheddar ($7.50) or Banana and

with wide bamboo ceiling fans, wall-mounted stag
horns (a nice change from those ever-present
plywood deer heads) and uber-comfortable leather
safari chairs. They’ve eschewed most of the obvious
renovated pub fare in favour of a more chic than
shabby collection of British comfort food: from pot
pies to Ploughman’s lunches; Cornish pasties to
scones with clotted cream. The theme even carries
through to antique plates. Excellent house-made
Pickled Vegetables ($10) and Potted Crab ($14)
keep me happy through Game, Set & Match ($30)
– a jug of Chambord and Sailor Jerry’s Spiced Rum
lengthened with fruit and lemonade. Tea-soaked
raisins and a hint of Keen’s Curry Powder in the
vinaigrette raise the Poached Chicken and Mango
Salad ($18) beyond usual pub salads. Crisp Skinned
Confit Duck Leg ($26) on Savoy cabbage with
chestnuts and figs was let down by an oversweet jus
- but don’t let that stop you from making your safari
to the wilds of Woolwich.
2 Gale Street, Woolwich (02) 9817 2204
woolwichpierhotel.com.au
Pub Bistro, Cocktails $$-$$$
$$$ - mains between $22-$30

Art Deco private poolrooms
sporting classic beer posters; and
a leafy courtyard where you can
get “triple parked at one o’clock
in the afternoon” with craft brews
and the Shaw & Smith M3 Vineyard
Chardonnay ($15/glass).
118 Military Road, Neutral Bay
(02) 9953 5515 oakshotel.com.au
Pub Bistro, Steak $$$$
Biota Dining Bar
Hissing and honking geese are all
part of the lunchtime entertainment
on the outdoor bar tables in
Biota’s garden. Start with a Biota
Pimms Cup ($15) brimming with
botanicals, or an even better
Venetian Sour ($15) against a

$$$$ - mains over $30

seasonal Pea, Mint and Persian Feta
Salad ($11) and Smoked Beetroot,
Hazelnuts, Cooked Curds and
Poppy Seeds ($11) that both suit
the garden environs. The kitchen
produces arguably the best version
of flash-fried Whitebait ($12) I’ve
tried – and the moist little fishes go
down well with locally brewed Pigs
Fly Pilsner ($8). End with a Smoked
Brisket Taco ($11) - with dill pickles
and cultured crème, it’s a notch
above its dude-food cousins…
18 Kangaloon Road, Bowral
(02) 4862 2005 biotadining.com
Bar Food, Cocktails $$

Spring Street
Social
By Alex Harmon
Never trust a charlatan or chunky fries described
as ‘skinny’, right? Forget everything you’ve learnt
and head to Bondi Junction’s newest underground
bar. The Charlatan ($17) is one of their signature
cocktails; with vodka, rhubarb bitters, cinnamoninfused agave and lime juice, it’s a tonic you’ll want
to self-medicate with. Their Skinny Fries ($8) with
Cinnamon ($7.50).
Satisfy your post-beach hunger
with the Avocado Smash ($10.50)
with smoked salmon and delicious
soy and quinoa toast. Fresh Juices
($7), served in jars are cute, so is
the décor, and for that matter - the
attitude. Liquor license on the way
soon…
315 Clovelly Road, Clovelly
(0414) 924 685 tophatcoffee.com.au
Cafe $
Neighbourhood
“Bondi needs more small bars,”
says Simon McGoram (formerly
of Porteño) as we grab the last
table in what was once an ailing
community radio station. “All of
our cocktails are signature,” says
McGoram, which sounds ambitious,
until you see the menu. I try the
Caramel-Corn Old Fashioned
($18) with buttered-popcorn and

bacon, jalapenos and melted cheese are like a
Mexican version of poutine, and seriously better
than those ‘Lord’ proclaiming fries. Buns ($15/3)
are tight – but not in flavour, with fillings like crab,
spicy chicken and chicken liver parfait; and the
Spring Wings ($12) are devilishly drool-worthy.
Word of warning: the Lobster Macaroni Bake ($28)
is heavy – a frying pan-sized dish of lobster chunks,
mascarpone, chorizo and sun-dried tomatoes.You’ll
probably need to wash it down with a refreshingly
tart Belladonna ($17) which drinks like a Pisco Sour
with tea-infused agave. Not only is this underground
speakeasy serving up tasty treats and cocktails, it
also has its own music venue out back – the Jam
Gallery. It’s a gallery and fashion space, eatery, and
nightclub with room for 400 people.You could say
the ex-pharmacist owner, Peter Wright, is a bit of
an overachiever, or you could say this is just what
Sydney needs.
110 Spring Street, Bondi Junction (02) 9389 2485
facebook.com/SpringStreetSocial
Cocktails, Bar Food $$

bourbon; it’s bittersweet with salted
caramel syrup lurking amongst the
ice – and definitely one of a kind.
Food is Southern American meets
Bondi: think Popcorn Cajun Prawns
($10) and Big Mamma’s Slaw ($8)
alongside Sydney’s favourite bar
snack, the jaffle. Their Cheeseburger
Jaffle ($10), with shoestring fries
(on the inside), is a tasty burger that
vegetarians can also enjoy.
143 Curlewis Street, Bondi
Beach (02) 9365 2872
neighbourhoodbondi.com.au
Bar Food, Cocktails $$
The Cookhouse
Falling into that strange nether
region between pub and restaurant,
this beautiful sandstone building
now boasts a good on-tap
beer selection that includes
the refreshing, hoppy Riverside
69 Summer Ale ($6/middy). It’s

bolstered by an inexpensive share
plate selection that includes
Brandade Hot Pot ($10.50), Lamb
Croquettes ($6) and planks of
Char-Grilled Haloumi ($5). Explore
the interesting selection of wines
by glass, carafe or bottle, or head
straight for a well-mixed, postwork Martini ($18). Stave off
drunkenness with fat, fluffy pillows
of house-made Gnocchi ($18.50)
with roast pumpkin, sage, peas,
Parmesan and nut brown butter easily the most satisfying plate of
gnocchi I’ve eaten all year.
141 Belmore Road, Randwick
(02) 9399 9660
thecookhouserandwick.com.au
Pub Bistro, Cocktails $$-$$$

FOOD NEWS
Last week alongside a couple of hundred chefs and restaurateurs, I
headed down to Salt Meat Cheese in Alexandria.We were there for
the launch of Sydney’s latest entry in the restaurant guide scene: the
2014 Gault & Millau Sydney Restaurant Guide [RRP $24.99].This is
the international company’s first foray into Australian waters, with
plans to launch a Melbourne guide next year.While they certainly
made a splash with singers and their yellow “go me-yo” vehicle driving
through the crowd, the guide itself seems a bit hit and miss.What I
liked seeing was venues like Glebe’s constantly overlooked Restaurant
Atelier get the 16/20 that it has long deserved.What I didn’t like was
the ‘mouthwatering’ advertorial style of writing that gives the reader
little indication as to whether or not they’ll like a venue; and also fails to
give the restaurant any indication of where it might have gone wrong.
Excluding some Sydney gems like The Woods and Café Opera (see
my review) also implies that these restaurants are below the guide’s
minimum standard, which (if my meals were anything to go by) clearly
ain’t the case.
www.gaultmillau.com.au

BAR FLY

SKY TERRACE

Blackjack! Yep, in two out of my first three hands. “Rooftop
gambling. Thank God it’s fake money!” My BFF posted on
her Facebook. Nah, with that kind of streak, I wished it
had been real; but it WAS only for FUN as part of the Sky
Terrace launch party. Meet your mates, because that’s how
the cocktails are listed: the five New Mates ($16) are my
picks – signature cocktails from The Star venues - Rock
Lily (Ketel One, Million Dollar Martini), Cherry (Don Julio,
Rancho Relaxo), BLACK by Ezard (Ketel One, Apple &
Ginger Sour), Balla (Tanqueray, Balla Garden) and Sokyo
(Tanqueray, Chai Collins).Yum. Lots of Mates? Then order
jugs: Pimms No. 1 ($22), Mango, Coconut & Mint White
Sangria ($25), or Old Mamma’s Margarita ($25). From
5pm Friday and Saturday nights until the end of January.
Rooftop,The Star, 80 Pyrmont Street, Pyrmont (02) 9777 9000
star.com.au

By Rebecca Varidel

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
THE SCREAMING JETS SUMMERTIME IN
THE GARDEN OF EDEN
Gearing up for their first national tour in years,
Screaming Jets lead singer Dave Gleeson, or
‘Gleeso’, is apologetic, “Sorry I missed your call
mate, I was hanging washing on the line. The life
of a rock star, eh?”
No apology needed - these guys are the real
deal. From humble beginnings in the late
eighties, The Screaming Jets have carved a place
into Australian music folklore.
As Gleeson says, “We’ve hung our reputation
on being a big, fat, tight, loud, rock and roll band
in that pub-rock tradition that Australians love
so much.”
Like their heroes, fans can reduce them to one
word – ‘Angels’, ‘Oils’, ‘Chisel’, ‘Jets’ – evoking
memories of a time when rock music thrived in
live venues up and down the country. Not bad
for a couple of young blokes from ‘Newie’.

Imara Savage seems to have a thing for
great writers and grand themes. In 2011,
she was the director in residence at
Bell Shakespeare and has explored the
dynamics of a toxic relationship in Sam
Shepard’s Fool for Love. This time, Savage
is tackling gender roles and societal
expectations of women in Machinal.
In nine episodes the play follows various
aspects of Helen’s life (aka the Young
Woman). From her life at work with the
boss she eventually marries, at home
with her mother, to becoming a mother
herself. Helen is restless and unfulfilled,
until finding freedom in a love affair.
“Machinal is an expressionist text written
in the 1920s, but the themes of alienation,
modernisation and the search for self are
still relevant today,” says Savage.

Take your typical southern melodrama,
roll it in glitter and throw in some
drag queens and you’re partway to
imagining Sisters Grimm’s outrageous
new play, Summertime in the Garden of
Eden.
The queer theatre group is teaming up
with Griffin Independent to give Gone
with the Wind a camp twist, cantering
into town after a sold-out season in
Melbourne riding waves of critical
acclaim.
The play tells the story of an aging
southern belle who returns to the
family plantation after a decade of
silence, as the US braces for civil war.
“It’s a potent mix of emotional turmoil,
gothic horror and hypersexuality,” says
drag performer Agent Cleave, who
plays Daisy May in the show.
“The actors are all playing it to the
truth: we’re all trying to be as sincere
as we can and master that cinematic
style of acting.”
He continues, “But the design is pretty
intense - it looks like ‘My Little Pony’.”
Agent Cleave promises audiences of all
cuts are in for a raucous time.
“No one’s going to be safe from
getting their personal space a little
bit invaded by the giant acting and
personalities.” (EJ)
Nov 23-Dec 14, SBW Stables
Theatre, 10 Nimrod St, Kings Cross,
$35, griffintheatre.com.au

To convey these themes the play departs
from its original setting. Instead, it has
been designed with a “timeless retro feel”
reminiscent of the 1950s. In addition,
the sound and lighting for each episode
is abstracted to represent a place that
exists in the mind of the protagonist - a
dream or nightmare state.
“Expressionist drama tells the story from
the point of view of the protagonist,”
explains Savage.
“In Helen’s case, the prism is one of
disconnection and alienation from the
mechanical world. It tells the story of a
woman who battles against the machine
or conformity and dares to ask the
question: ‘Isn’t there more to life than
this?’” (MP)
Nov 21-Dec 7, Sydney Theatre
Company, Wharf 2 Theatre, Hickson
Rd, Walsh Bay, $30, 9250 1777,
sydneytheatre.com.au
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MACHINAL

With a 25th anniversary album set for release
next year, The Jets are free to play their muchloved back catalogue, so expect to hear the
likes of Better and Helping Hand.
“Having not played together for awhile, it’s
going to be hard not to explode on stage,” says
Gleeson.
Asked whether they’ve mellowed over the
years, Gleeson bristles. “Not as a band, and not
onstage,” he says.
“It’s always been about getting out there, having
fun, interacting with the crowd and letting the
vibrancy and energy of the music takeover.
“It’s like, ‘Hey the Jets are here and we still do it
just like this’.” (GW)
November 23, Metro Theatre, 624 George St,
$45, 9550 3666, metrotheatre.com.au
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THE COMEDY OF ERRORS

The idea of a Shakespeare play brought into
contemporary culture using Kings Cross night-life as
a backdrop would surely have Big Will turning in his
grave, but if he saw Bell Shakespeare’s production of
The Comedy of Errors, he’d be impressed.
The prose is brilliantly voiced by a cast who bring
the stage alive with their chemistry and playfulness.
The speech has been tweaked slightly but never
loses the original rhythm or meaning, and the plot
keeps the audience just confused enough to stay on
their toes.
Nathan O’Keefe and Septimus Caton as the
Antipholus twins are captivating and witty; Elena
Carapetis and Jude Henshall make a killer handbagclad, bitchy housewife pair; and Renato Musolino and
Hazem Shammas are hilarious as the Dromio twins.
There are a plethora of subtle and clever moments
from the team behind the scenes, including a musical
score which gets a few laughs of its own. (AE)
Until Dec 7, Sydney Opera House, Bennelong Pt,
$33-72, 9250 7777, bellshakespeare.com.au

TRIUNE

JOHANNA ALLEN: MIXTAPE

Johanna Allen says about her upcoming
show at Slide, “It’s a mixed tape, a
collection of songs I really love that
I give to the audience, just as people
make playlists for each other. It’s a
retro idea.”
Mixtape presents a variety of Allen’s
favourite songs with a twist though.
“We do rock songs as tangos that
turn into sambas, a medley of Rodgers
and Hammerstein with attitude,
Summertime in a classical way then
revisited as blues, a cover of a
Radiohead song, 80s pop, everything
musically different to how you would
know it,” she says.
Allen who began her training in
Adelaide, started as a young artist
with State Opera South Australia

and went to New York on a Julliard
scholarship. Her impressive career
spans opera, musical theatre, children’s
theatre, jazz, cabaret, TV and acting.
“Often our work relates to knowledge
of our craft so that means teaching
or producing,” says Allen who worked
in casting on The Voice and currently
teaches in the musical theatre
department at AIM.
“The diversity of the show is what
provides the greatest joy for me. As
a musician I’m driven by loving an
eclectic array of music and the show
reflects that,” says Allen. (MS)
Nov 24, Slide Lounge, 41 Oxford St,
Darlinghurst, $28-69, 8915 1899,
slide.com.au

Women in Docs

THEATRE &
PERFORMANCE

ALL MY SONS After five
years of restorations to the
126-year-old heritage-listed
building, the new Eternity
Playhouse opens with Arthur
Miller’s All My Sons this
November.
Actor Andrew Henry, who plays
Chris Keller in the Darlinghurst
Theatre Company’s production,
says the prospect of treading the
Eternity’s boards for the very
first time is “incredibly exciting”.
“I think it’s going to be a
20

Two women, four Doc Martens
and an abundance of acoustic
instruments. This sums up the
talented duo that is Chanel Lucas
and Roz Pappalardo aka Women in
Docs, whose latest single Carousel
is floating on the musical plane as
a taster for their much-anticipated
album of the same name, due out
next February.
“I really like this album!” Lucas
proclaims.
“There are lots of stories about our
travels, but I also think that it’s an
album that a lot of people will relate
to. The ideas aren’t just about us.”
Following their hiatus, they couldn’t
be more ready to rock their
signature acoustic vibe.
“We have done a couple of festivals
and gigs so we’re definitely ready to

real treat for audiences who
frequent Sydney theatres to be
able to go to this new space
and experience seeing a show
somewhere they’ve never been
before,” he says.
All My Sons presents a gripping
story of a family grappling with a
terrible secret. (EJ)
Until Dec 1, Eternity Playhouse,
39 Burton St, Darlinghurst, $43,
darlinghursttheatre.com
THE MAINTENANCE
ROOM Edward stands with a
homeless man on top of a ledge.
Do they plunge six stories to
their death, or stand back and

roll,” says Lucas.
“We did have a few dramas though,
first weekend on tour we lost phone
chargers and left luggage behind. We
have a bit of a band saying: ‘we’re not
in a war zone, it’s just music’.”
Things are back on track and it’s fair
to say that these shows will be a
shame to miss. Especially with Lucas’
favourite pair of Docs making an
appearance.
“Currently I own a really beautiful
flowery pair. They’re like your nana’s
curtain flowers and I absolutely love
them. I have been wearing them
everyday.” (CD)
Nov 21, The Newsagency, 375
Enmore Rd, Marrickville, $15,
womenindocs.wordpress.com
‘Carousel’ out Feb 2014

embrace the despair?
A two-man play ruminating life’s
mysteries may sound like Waiting
for Godot, but an existential
crisis isn’t all that’s going on,
says director and designer Allan
Walpole.
“Working with the actors
and finding the right balance
between light and shade has
been one of our greatest
challenges,” he says.
The set has a drop, but can the
actors convince the audience
they’re six stories high?
“I hope so,” Walpole laughs.
The Maintenance Room is a play

that leaps into comedy, darkness
and all the spaces between (RG).
Until Nov 30, King Street Theatre,
King St & Bray St, Newtown, $2530, kingstreettheatre.com.au
GREASE IS THE WORD:
THE MUSICAL Playing leading
man Danny in Grease, Rob Mills
is a modest one.
“The last 15 years of my life
I’ve been onstage.You get more
confident about who you are
during that.”
That confidence has been finely
honed since he was a finalist in
the 2003 Australian Idol series.
Grease is a show billed as the

Brave New Word is back
with another innovative
production, Triune. It’s a play
that explores the times in life
when other possibilities arise.
Sam is a 25-year-old, who
worked in finance. He’s lost
everything; his job, his house
and now his fiancé.
“At this point, his 18-year-old
and 33-year-old selves come
into the picture. It doesn’t
take them long to find out
that they can actually change
things,” says Luke Holmes,
who plays Sam at 18.
“It’s very much a play centred
around the idea of the risk
involved in trying to change
and improve your life,”
continues Holmes.
Triune is a collaborative work
that was written by the three
number one party musical that
everyone can relate to.
“The songs in the show are
so much fun, energetic and
fast-paced, featuring all the
unforgettable songs from the hit
movie. Everyone in the audience
sings along,” says Mills. (MS)
Until Dec 8, Lyric Theatre, Pirrama
Rd, Pyrmont, $89-140, 1300 795
267, ticketmaster.com.au
THE WHARF REVUE If the
absurdity of the political climate
has left Australia in a state of
despair, then the latest Wharf
Revue provides an excellent
remedy to one’s despondency.
Written and created by Jonathan

actors who play Sam.
“I’m one of three writers,
working on it along with
James Culbert and Simon
Gleeson,” says Holmes, “James
plays the 25-year-old and
Simon the 33-year-old.”
“There’s one other character
as well, the fiancé Penny, she
appears quite a bit through
the piece. That part’s being
played by Charlie Hanson,”
says Holmes.
On director Ava Stangherlin,
he says, “She’s fantastic, her
way of working is exactly
what we were looking for.”
(PG)
Nov 22-Dec 7, TAP Gallery,
45 Burton St, Darlinghurst,
$15-20,
trybooking.com/DOWJ
Biggins, Drew Forsythe and
Phillip Scott, this singing and
dancing extravaganza features
Amanda Bishop, Simon Burke
and Andrew Worboys joined by
Biggins and Forsythe to present
a hilariously side-splitting
satirical view of the Federal
Election – and no one is spared.
From Abbott, Rudd and Gillard
to the Dalai Lama and Assange,
these talented performers
deliver an impressively shrewd
satire. (SC)
Until Dec 21,Wharf 1 Theatre, Pier
4, Hickson Rd,Walsh Bay$45-63,
sydneytheatre.com.au

THE NAKED CITY

CORROBOREE SYDNEY 2013
The symbol comes from many sources. Automobile
manufacturers appeal to status longings by showing the
admirable class of people who use their products. Softness
in a tissue is shown with a baby and/or a small furry animal.
Wherever they come from, symbols are by definition repeating
entities.
Usually there are some traditional symbols associated with
our holidays. Christmas Day sees the decorated tree, the hung
stocking, the mistletoe, Santa Claus, reindeer, and gifts. Heard in
the background are songs of Good King Wenceslas and We Three
Kings of Orient Are. Christmas is indeed the day of the mixed
metaphor.
This is the part of the nature of symbols. The cultural symbol
derives from our desire to preserve in concise imagery past
events of special significance. It is these concise images and
embedded songs that are what preserve the past. Symbols
remain in the culture’s consciousness through repeated use. We
learn to use them all through life.
Following recommendations contained in the Economy Taskforce
Report to raise the profile of NSW Aboriginal heritage and

contemporary culture, the NSW Government along with leading
cultural organisations have established the inaugural Corroboree
Sydney. This festival is estimated to generate $21 million within
the local economy over the next three years.
Amanda Peacock, coordinator of Indigenous Art Education
Programs at AGNSW on Corroborree Sydney, said in a recent
interview that the working party chair Professor Michael
McDaniel expressed a vision of a future time when an
Indigenous festival would have no need to exist. McDaniel is a
member of the Kalari Clan from the Wiradjuri nation of Central
NSW and a respected educator of Indigenous Studies.
Imagine a time when Sorry Day is no longer a May-day
observance, but a public holiday. A symbol of deliverance to freedreaming that creates habit patterns in belief and actions.
The Elders Circle has five Sydney elders who have been invited
to connect and exchange meanings, murmurs and conversations
each at different times and locations. What is there to say? (AS)
Corroboree Sydney 2013, Until Nov 24, various Sydney
locations, free-$50, corroboreesydney.com.au
Photo: Tiffany Parker

VENTRILOQUISM
FOR DUMMIES

TALKING THROUGH YOUR ARTS

By Coffin Ed, Miss Death & Jay
Katz
With the analog signal soon to
be switched off, perhaps it’s an
appropriate time to recall the
early days of Australian television,
in particular The Tarax Show and
its wise-cracking dummy Gerry
Gee. Whilst the Melbourne-based
program did not screen in Sydney
it created a legacy that was to
survive for many years, especially
when it came to the world of
ventriloquism.
Ventriloquist Ron Blaskett and his best
mate Gerry Gee have since become
household names, bringing untold joy
and merriment to kids of all ages right
across the country. Blaskett, who only
recently announced his ‘final’ retirement
at the age of ninety (after a number of
comebacks), was also responsible for a
marketing phenomenon back in the late
50s and 60s.
The mini-sized Gerry Gee ‘junior’
doll became one of the most sought
after items in children’s toy shops
and spawned a nation of young
ventriloquists.Variations soon included
a Geraldine Gee doll for the girls, a
Beatles Gerry (complete with mop top
wig) and ‘supporter’ dolls in the colours
of the various Melbourne football clubs.
The craze lasted for a good decade, but
by the 70s kids were embracing the
onslaught of mass-marketed US toys
from the likes of Mattel and others (aka
plastic junk!).
Slightly worse for wear, Gerry Gee
juniors soon found their way into Op
Shops, trash and treasure markets or a
dusty box in the garden shed. Even Ron
Blaskett was forced into playing the
clubs and occasionally ‘working blue’
to please his more adult audiences.
Today of course original Gerry Gee
dolls bring a tidy amount on eBay and
the Victoria Museum houses a prized
Gerry dressed in the colours of a
Richmond supporter.
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We would love to see a revival in the
art of home-based ‘ventriloquy’, both
amongst kiddies and adults alike. Every
home should have their own dummy,
an extra member of the family and the
chance for dad, mum and the kids to
all exercise their alter ego with a few
basic lessons in voice throwing. A well
dressed dummy could easily become
the hip companion for groovy couples,
out for a night on the town and a real
conversation starter.
For the politically conscious, dummies
could be marketed in the likeness of
well known politicians. The Tony Abbott
doll with its Cheshire grin and wiggly
ears would become an immediate hit
and a constant mouthing of “I’ll stop
the boats, I’ll stop the boats” would
have them reeling in the aisles!
THE HIT LIST: It’s the 50th
Anniversary of JFK’s assassination this
week and to mark the occasion the
Mu-Meson Archives are recreating
the infamous Carousel Club at the
Vanguard in Newtown on November
21st. This was the home of Jack Ruby,
the nightclub owner who shot Lee
Harvey Oswald and a key link in
the whole conspiracy and cover up
surrounding the assassination and
aftermath. Burlesque dancers, crooners,
comedians and even a ventriloquist
will provide the light entertainment
set against rare video clips and
commentary from Jay Katz as to what
really happened. From 7.00pm.
thevanguard.com.au
The Eastern Suburbs have been a
wasteland for live music in recent years
but change is on its way and the newly
opened Jam Gallery in Bondi Junction is
leading the way with some great nights
including this Friday’s ‘fiesta’ special
with Peña Flamenca and Watussi’s
Oscar Jimenez. Expect some very fiery
Spanish and Latin sounds in a very
funky underground venue from 8pm
until late and for the very modest door
price of $10.
jamgallery.com.au

THE HEART OF PUNCHBOWL

Photo: Andrew Quilty/Oculi for SBS

Australia’s ‘most delightfully wacky
journalist’ Jackie Dent and highly-acclaimed
photographer Andrew Quilty, have been
profiling and photographing pairs of
Lebanese people living in Punchbowl over
the last few months. Their work will be
revealed in The Heart of Punchbowl pop-up
exhibition as part of the lead up to SBS’s
series Once Upon a Time in Punchbowl.
“I’d had an interest in the LebaneseAustralian community in Sydney ever since
the Cronulla riots in 2005,” says Quilty.
“I was in Cronulla that day as a
photographer. It made a big impression
on me and the way that I viewed many
aspects of Australian culture thereafter,
including the communities that suffered
as a result. Punchbowl was certainly one

of those.”
The area, southwest of Sydney, has
attracted negative reporting in the last
few years. This presentation has a more
positive approach to the Lebanese
population, many of which are immigrants
who fled civil war between 1975 and 1990.
“Jackie Dent and I were welcomed into
the homes of Punchbowl in a way that I’ve
since learnt is typical of the Lebanese and
Middle Eastern cultures. It was because
of this that we were able to come away
with an extremely intimate portrayal
of a number of relationships within the
community of Punchbowl.” (LK)
Nov 22 & 23, Bankstown Arts Centre,
5 Olympic Pde, Bankstown, free,
ambushgallery.com

BATHYSPHERE

Sculptures, abstract art, a found object and a striking print decorate
the floor and walls of the Chalk Horse Gallery with Bathysphere.
James Kerr’s Desiccated Vases consists of a pair of boxes filled with
crushed rose petals. The works are reminiscent of abstract art mixed
with the quotidian impression of a cork board. The contrast of
natural beauty and artificiality confounds the senses.
The highlight is undoubtedly the art of Sannè Mestrom. The elegant
lines of these pieces curve luxuriously in the light. The combination
of fresh greens and whites are offset by a shocking splash of red in
Untitled IV. Mestom’s ceramics nudge each other like coy siblings and
continuously draw the eye.
The exhibition is completed by contributions from Kate Mitchell,
Addison Marshall and Jasper Knight. Overall, the eclectic presentation
is an enticement to the eye and an interesting glance at modernity.
(LR)
Until Dec 14, Chalk Horse Gallery, 8 Lacey St, Surry Hills, free,
9211 8999, chalkhorse.com.au

‘Falling Stack (production still)’, by Kate Mitchell, 2012

PETE
CORNELIUS GROUNDSWELL
Ever felt like you
drink too much,
are treated too
hard by your ex
and are unlucky
in love? Sometimes you just have to
start singing the blues. Groundswell is a
slick album, very easy to listen to with
some classic lyrics about how hard life
can be, yet it doesn’t come across as
self-sympathetic. Cornelius plays some
reasonable guitar licks but he’s no B.B.
King and his voice isn’t strong enough to
carry off an authentic blues sound.There
is just something about the guitar sound
that doesn’t work, like it’s coming through
a tiny digital amplifier.This album isn’t
what it could have been. (LC)

NYPC - NYPC
With scathing
female vocals and a
doozy of a backing
sound, NYPC have
created an album
that is pulsing with
electro-noise of
the catchiest kind. From the first track,
the brooding and deadpan tune that
is Hard Knocks, through to the more
sombre, keyboard-driven You Used to be a
Man, a major chunk of this album follows
the same composition formula. A variance
of electronic taps is all that separates all
of these tracks, making them sound like
something straight out of an old-school
Nintendo 64 game. It’s an album that
only nudges towards this band’s potential.
(CD)

BOBBY ALU

“It’s funny, I feel like I have reached my goal,” muses
Bobby Alu, the ringleader of a band of Gold Coast
rootsy-radicals.
“The fact that the album is done and now it’s available
is great because now we can tour it.”
Hailing from a musically solo existence, Bobby Alu has
grown into a collection of musicians with a drive for
easy-listening, mood-lifting tones. Their latest work,
aptly titled Take It Slow, is currently surfing the music
scene executing its “cruisey” sounds to people in need
of a chilled-out moment or two. The creation of the
album is one that Alu says was born out of the struggle
in his life to find those moments.
“I had just come off the back of a four month
American and Canadian tour with another band, which
was pretty grueling,” he explains.
“Sure it was a lot of fun, but there were times where
I would have to sit back and go ‘I’m a muso, and I’m
travelling internationally. This is not a shit situation’.
Paulie B [guitarist] and I were talking about it and we
realized that you don’t want to be so crazy that you
don’t like what you are doing. I mean it’s our passion,
it’s what started us off.”
This hectic touring schedule meant that Alu not only

LIVE WIRE
Machine Translations:
They’re a band made up
of singer-songwriters, so
there can be nothing but
the ultimate creative juices
flowing at this show. With
an album that was released
towards the early end of
October, the group fronted
by J. Walker will perform
some of these new tracks
in celebration, as well as
some bangers from their
extensive previous works.
Their lineup, completed by
Karen Tua Walker, Jordan

struggled to find harmony between working hard and
chilling out, but also an equality between time with his
band and his alter-ego Charles Wall.
“I find it a little bit hard to find the balance but it’s
really like a life philosophy for me, you know?” he
reflects.
“I guess as Charles, I have gotten some really valuable
insights, touring around with a variety of different
people and what not - but the Bobby Alu project is
very me. My situation is a great one to learn from.”
Fresh off a solo tour with Aussie singer/songwriter
Xavier Rudd, Charles Wall will be given a break as
Bobby Alu ignites with a string of dates around the
country.
“Usually you book six days and play six nights and you
just try and keep all the costs down to make it work,”
Alu explains.
“This time we’re taking four to five days off and we’ve
rented a house so we can hang and chill. It is hard; a lot
of people will avoid doing that but we’re just trying to
make a bit more of a lifestyle choice.” (CD)
Nov 27,The Basement, 7 Macquarie Pl, Sydney, $5,
thebasement.com.au; Nov 30, 505, 280 Cleveland
St, Surry Hills, $20, venue50.com
New album ‘Take It Slow’ is out now.

Sydney Live Music Guide

Ireland, Ralf Rehak, Robin
Waters and James O’Brien,
means that this show will
be pure guitar melodies
with added twists to create
intrigue and surprise.
Thu, Nov 21st, Kings Cross
Hotel
Hold Tight!: Beat makers
galore. Get down to
Sydney’s most notorious
underground music haven
to witness this collection of
up and coming beat makers
and MCs. Headlining this

fantastic lineup is LA MC
JonWayne, whose rise to
prominence has seen him
signing with Stones Throw
Records and now on the
verge of releasing his debut
full-lengther Reflection.
American’s aside, Oisima
is one of our own electro
producers that has a signed
deal with Herbede Records
for his stellar sample work
and his possessive originals.
It’s a balance of pure LA hip
hop and Aussie EDM at its

best. Hold Tight! It’s going
to be a kick-ass night!
Fri, Nov 22nd, Oxford Art
Factory
Jill Scott: She’s a Grammy
Award-winning singer and
songwriter, and on her
very first solo tour of our
sunburnt country, Scott’s
pulling out all of the stops.
With a ten-piece band in
tow, this R&B superstar
will be here to share her
impressive vocals and hits
with her legions of Aussie
fans. From her multiplatinum debut album Who

Is Jill Scott? to Collaborations,
which reached number
three on the US Billboard
Top R&B/hip hop albums,
to her latest work Light
of the Sun, which reached
number one on the charts,
there will be a plethora of
selections to please all.
Sat, Nov 23rd, Enmore
Theatre
City and Colour: Since
the disbandment of
Canadian hardcore group
Alexisonfire, singer Dallas
Green has had the chance
to throw himself fullyfledged into his heart-felt

side project. His latest
album released earlier
this year titled The Hurry
and The Harm received
an abundance of praise
from around the globe,
hitting number one on
the Canadian charts and
number four on our charts,
despite being unofficially
leaked a month prior to
release. His soulful and
emotive lyrics will be
the draw-card for this
performance. There are
limited tickets available so
get on it. (CD)
Sun, Nov 24th, State Theatre

HOLA MEXICO FILM FESTIVAL 2013
Founded in 2006 by Samuel Douek with the
intention of presenting the best in Mexican
cinema to a global audience, the eighth Hola
Mexico Film Festival is heading to Paddington
showcasing ten films and six documentaries.
It has traversed the world, including the Cannes
Film Festival, and accumulated a multitude
of awards world-wide. Douek recommends
Nosotros los Nobles (We are the Nobles) directed
by Gary Alazraki, which smashed Mexican box
office records with over 6.8 million viewers, and
Despues de Lucía (After Lucia), directed by Michel
Franco, as two of the most important films this
year.
Douek also says an integral purpose of the
festival is “to provide different voices and
traditions of Mexican culture, and to inform
audiences of what is happening in Mexico.”
He hopes to enhance a deeper understanding of
contemporary Mexico with a “great selection of
documentaries exploring the social dynamics and
humanitarian issues prevalent in the country.”
The Festival provides a range of entertainment
including workshops, a Mexican bar, an art
exhibition and free live music every night. (SC)

There is something chilling and
yet strangely beautiful about
the image of a killer whale
haunting its prey. Perhaps even
more so when the prey is a
human.
The complex story behind
these images is unraveled in
Blackfish, a documentary about
the performing killer whale
Tilikum, that killed several
people whilst in captivity.
The film reveals the highly
emotional and developed
nature of orca society, and

After May is set in Paris 1971 three years after
the May upheavals. This is the story of Gilles
(Clement Metayer) and his idealistic and radical
friends who become involved in the political and
creative turmoil, participating in uprisings which
border on revolutionary status. Their activist
movement takes them to Italy and London,
where ultimately they must make decisions
about their futures.

FRUITVALE STATION This
film is based on the true story
of 22-year-old Oscar Grant, who
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After May is initially enthralling and exquisitely
filmed but unfortunately fails to ignite. With
so much information to absorb, compounded
by political language and subtitles to read, the
confusion escalates.
Adding to its woes are questionable
performances by supporting cast members, a
dull style of direction and the film’s ultimate
failure to come together, resulting in a tedious
and exhausting movie experience. (MM)
WW

Nov 27-Dec 3, Chauvel Cinema, Paddington
Town Hall, Oxford St & Oatley Rd,
Paddington, $16.50-35, 9361 5398,
holamexicoff.com

how natural instincts can
become misplaced when
these majestic animals are
mistreated.
Using a combination of
interviews and archival
footage, Tilikum’s story is told
without judgment or bias.
Rather, filmmaker Gabriela
Cowperthwaite, comments on
humanity’s relationship with
nature and our inability to
control it. (ATS)
WWWW

BLACKFISH

MR PIP is a drama/fantasy set
in Bougainville 1991, as a civil
war over mineral resources
strengthens in the South Pacific.
Mr Watts (Hugh Laurie) reads
the Charles Dickens classic
novel Great Expectations
in school, as a means of
detaching the children from the
darkness invading their lives.
Mr Pip is a visually stunning and
compelling film. Poignant and
extremely disturbing at times,
it’s about friendship, heroism and
reinvention. (MM) WWW½

AFTER MAY

was shot while lying face down
at Fruitvale Station by a Bay Area
Rapid Transport police officer.
While Oscar has not always
been the perfect person to those
closest to him, there’s a general
sense that he’s not a bad guy.
This film will leave audiences
feeling outraged. (VP) WWWW
THOR:THE DARK WORLD
Fans will be satisfied with Thor:
The Dark World. The sequel
has enough special effects,
tongue-in-cheek references
and unanswered questions
to keep them coming back.
It has been two years since
the first Thor and the hero of

JACKASS PRESENTS:
BAD GRANDPA

Jackass Presents: Bad Grandpa
is the fourth instalment in
this low-budget and highly
successful franchise, giving fans
more of what they demand
- crude, gross and gutterlevel humour where pranking
carries the entire film.
The plot connecting the
pranks is simplistic, Grandpa
(Johnny Knoxville) is driving
his grandson (Jackson
Nicoll) across America to
be with his father and many
‘misadventures’ ensue.
Unsuspecting bystanders are
Asgard has been busily ridding
the nine realms of Loki’s chaos.
This is a much darker film; full
of sacrifice and despair but with
surprising humour. (LL) WWW½
AROUND THE BLOCK
is a contemporary, urban tale,
centred on Liam (Hunter PageLochard), a young Aboriginal boy.
Liam develops a relationship
with new and edgy American
drama teacher Dino (Christina
Ricci), who encourages her
students to see the parallels
between hip-hop and Hamlet.
With murder, passion, revenge
and intrigue, audiences won’t be
bored, even with the presence
of Shakespeare. (LK) WWW½

unwittingly drawn into pranks
and hidden cameras capture
their reactions providing the
hilarity in the film.
The foundation of the film is
this fabulous duo, Knoxville is
credible as the troublesome
grandpa and young Nicoll
is cutely obnoxious as the
grandson.
Jackass Presents: Bad Grandpa
isn’t great cinema. It’s an
acquired taste which is high
on laughs, but low on intellect.
(MM)
WW½
THE BUTLER is an epic
historical drama inspired by true
events that revolves around
Cecil Gaines (Forest Whitaker),
a fictional African American who
progressed from the cotton fields
to The White House as a butler,
serving seven administrations
between 1957 and 1986.
The Butler is engaging, inspiring
and powerful, boasting a stellar
cast with some ‘over the top’
characterisations that provide
relief from the emotional intensity.
This must-see film is a fine
tribute to those who fought
and died for equality and a
better life. (MM) WWWW

GOOD VIBRATIONS
Good Vibrations is an awardwinning Irish comedy based
on the true story of Terri
Hooley (Richard Dormer), an
optimist and music lover who
revolutionised the punk rock
scene in Belfast, whilst fierce
conflicts were peaking.
In 1978 Hooley opened a
record shop called Good
Vibrations in the most
bombed street of Belfast and
eventually set up a record
label.
Known as the ‘Godfather of
rock’, Hooley is credited
with restoring the nightlife in
Belfast but never reaped any
rewards for his endeavours.
He just lived for the moment

FLY ME TO THE MOON
Isabelle (Diane Kruger) believes
her family is cursed as each
‘first marriage’ ends in divorce.
To avoid this curse she plans to
marry a stranger, quickly divorce
him then wed her fiancé.
Isabelle targets and marries
Jean-Yves (Dany Boon) but
her plan backfires as she
inevitably falls for him.
Fly Me to the Moon is a charming
and quirky French romantic
comedy made to a winning
formula. Kruger and Boon are
mesmerising and the humour
is enriched by that infectious
French arrogance and intermittent
slapstick comedy. (MM) WWW½

and enjoyed the power of
music.
Screening as part of the
British Film Festival, Good
Vibrations is witty, energetic
and triumphant, with an
enjoyable rock soundtrack
and great performances from
a likeable cast. Actual footage
of the violence heightens the
realism, delivering a film which
is insightful and entertaining.
(MM)
WWW½
Nov 22 & 29, Palace Norton
St, Leichhardt; Nov 23 & 28,
Palace Verona, Paddington,
$13-19.50,
britishfilmfestival.com.au

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS is
the true story of the 2009
hijacking of US ship Maersk
Alabama by Somali pirates.
This fast-paced action thriller
examines the desperate fight for
survival and the heroic efforts
of Captain Phillips (Tom Hanks)
to save his ship and crew.
Hanks leads an unknown but
effective supporting cast, delivering
a remarkable performance
and Barkhad Abdi is unnerving
as Muse the head pirate.
Captain Phillips exceeds all
expectations with beautiful
photography and a riveting
screenplay. (MM) WWWW½

FREEWILLASTROLOGY
by Rob Brezsny

a

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The poet
Charles Baudelaire prayed for help, but
not to God -- rather he prayed to the writer
Edgar Allan Poe. Novelist Malcolm Lowry
sometimes pleaded with God to give him
insight, but he also prayed to the writer Franz
Kafka. I really like this approach to seeking
guidance, and recommend it to you in the
coming days. Which hero, dead or alive,
could you call on to uplift you? What amazing
character might bring you the inspiration you
need? Be brazen and imaginative. The spirits
could be of more help than you can imagine.
Magic is afoot.

b

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): U.S.
Confederate General Richard S.
Ewell (1817-1872) sometimes experienced
episodes in which he truly thought he was a
bird. Princess Alexandria of Bavaria (18261875) believed that when she was young,
she had eaten a glass piano. Then there
was the Prussian military officer Gebhard
Leberecht von Blucher (1742-1819), who
imagined he was pregnant with an elephant.
Sad and funny and crazy, right? And yet it’s
my understanding that all of us have fixed
delusions. They are less bizarre than those
I cited, but they can still be debilitating.
What are yours, Taurus? Do you secretly
believe that a certain turning point in your
past scarred you forever? Are you incorrectly
wracked with anger or guilt because of some
event that may not have actually happened
the way you remember it? Here’s the good
news: Now is an excellent time to shed your
fixed delusions.

C

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Philosopher
Eckhart Tolle suggests that “there
may be one person who reflects your love
back to you more clearly and more intensely
than others.” For some of us, this numinous
reflection comes from a special animal.
Whatever is the case for you, Gemini, I urge
you to devote extra time to your relationship

with this creature in the next 14 days. Meditate
on how you could provide more nurturing and
inspiration. Brainstorm about the possibility
of deepening your connection. What practical
actions could you take to boost your loved
one’s fortunes?

d

CANCER (June 21-July 22): The Cancerian
soprano Kirsten Flagstad was regarded
as one of the great operatic singers of the 20th
century. Critic Desmond Shawe-Taylor said
that “No one within living memory surpassed
her in sheer beauty and consistency of line
and tone.” She specialized in the operas of
German composer Richard Wagner, whose
master work, The Ring of the Nibelung, takes
15 hours to perform. Flagstad was asked to
name the single most important thing she
needed in order to perform Wagner’s music
with the excellence it demanded. Her answer:
comfortable shoes. Regard that as good
advice for your own life and work, Cancerian
-- both literally and metaphorically. It’s time to
get really well-grounded.

e

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Have you ever been
in a social situation where you really
didn’t care what anyone thought of you and
therefore felt absolutely free to act on your inner
promptings? When was the last time you lost all
your inhibitions and self-consciousness while
making love? Can you truly say that sometime
recently you have been totally responsive to
your festive impulses? If you have experienced
any blockages in expressing this type of energy,
now is a perfect moment to fix that. You have a
date with robust, innocent self-expression.

f

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Norwegian
public television is experimenting with
a phenomenon called Slow TV. In one reality
show, the main character built a fire with logs
and kept it burning for 12 hours. In another
program, patient viewers watched for five
days as a cruise ship made its way along the
Norwegian coast. A third show featured a
woman knitting a sweater from start to finish.
I wish you would get hooked on slow-motion
activities like those, Virgo. Maybe it would help

you lower your thoughts-per-minute rate and
influence you to take longer, deeper breaths
and remember that relaxation is an art you can
cultivate. And then you would be in righteous
alignment with the cosmic rhythms.

g

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You’re smarter
than you think you are, and soon you
will be even smarter. Previously inaccessible
wisdom is seeping up from the depths of your
subconscious mind, making its way to your
conscious awareness. Your eyes are noticing
more than they usually do. Your memory is
working at peak levels. And your enhanced
ability to entertain paradoxical ideas is giving
you special insight into the nature of reality.
What will you do with this influx of higher
intelligence? I suggest you focus its full force on
one of your knottiest problems.

h

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): The Paris Review
interviewed Mexican poet Octavio Paz.
“Just how much revising do you do?” the
interviewer asked. “I revise incessantly,” Paz
replied. “Some critics say too much, and they
may be right. But if there’s a danger in revising,
there is much more danger in not revising. I
believe in inspiration, but I also believe that
we’ve got to help inspiration, restrain it, and
even contradict it.” I bring this up, Scorpio,
because I believe you are ripe for a phase of
intense revision. Inspiration has visited you a lot
lately, but now it will subside for a while so you
can wrangle all your raw material into graceful,
resilient, enduring shapes.

i

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Costa
Rica will be closing its zoos in 2014.
What will happen to the 400 or so animals
that are housed there? They will have to be
rehabilitated at animal rescue centers and
then released into the wild. I suspect there
will be a metaphorically similar process
going on for you in the coming months,
Sagittarius. Parts of your instinctual nature
will, in a sense, be freed from captivity. You
will need to find ways to retrain your animal
intelligence how to function outside of the
tame conditions it got used to.

j

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Will fate kick
your sweet ass sometime soon? Quite
possibly. You may be compelled to face up
to the consequences of your unloving actions
or unconscious decisions. I’m pleased to
tell you, however, that you might be able to
dramatically minimize or even neutralize the
butt-thumping. How? Go over the events of
the last 11 months, and identify times when
you weren’t your very best self or didn’t live
up to your highest ideals. Then perform rituals
of atonement. Express your desire to correct
wrong turns. Give gifts that will heal damaged
dynamics.

k

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Grammywinning singer-songwriter Bill Withers
became a big star in the 1970s with hits like
“Ain’t No Sunshine” and “Lean on Me.” But he
hasn’t recorded a new album since 1985, nor
has he toured. What happened? In Still Bill, the
documentary film about his life, Withers says,
“I watch other people show off and I say, man,
I used to want to show off. If I could just get,
you know, moved to. I need a little injection
in my showin’ off gland.” I wish you could get
an injection like that, too, Aquarius. I’d like to
see you show off more. Not in a contrived,
over-the-top, Lady Gaga-esque way. Rather,
the purpose would be to get more aggressive
in showing people who you are and what you
can do. I want your talents and assets to be
better known.

l

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): I have a feeling
that your value will be rising in the coming
weeks. An attractive person you thought was
out of your league may express curiosity
about you. You could get an offer to do an
interesting job or task that you had previously
considered unavailable. I bet your reputation
will be growing, mostly for the better. Who
knows? If you put a half-eaten piece of your
toast for sale on eBay, it might sell for as much
as if it were Justin Timberlake’s toast. Here’s
the upshot: You should have confidence in
your power to attract bigger rewards and more
appreciation.

